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17.1 INTRODUCTION

Facial recognition technology (FRT) applications enjoy a staggering level of penetration in China. Valuing the technology’s function in facilitating social control and public security, the Chinese government has not only implemented it widely, but also used it to build a national surveillance architecture together with other mechanisms, such as the social credit system. When providing telecommunications, banking, and transportation and other services, an increasing number of state-owned enterprises record citizens’ facial data for their FRT systems. FRT-empowered applications are also commonly adopted in the private sector, for functions such as online payment, residential security, and hospital checking. The rapid development and wide adoption of FRT has made China a global leader in this field. In a recent round of the 1:N section of the US National Institute of Standard and Technology’s (NIST’s) Face Recognition Vendor Test, where algorithm providers compete for accuracy, the Hong Kong-based industry giant SenseTime came out on top, together with another China-based service provider.

Asia’s largest artificial intelligence (AI) software company, has 22 per cent share of China’s computer-vision market.\textsuperscript{7} Moreover, surveillance camera makers, such as Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology, Zhejiang Dahua Technology, and Megvii Technology, are also leaders in the industry and provide essential equipment for China’s pervasive implementation of FRT.\textsuperscript{8}

FRT has triggered serious privacy concerns in many countries, and China is of no exception. Although some commentators indicate that Chinese culture is more tolerant towards privacy violations than that of Western countries and many Chinese favour FRT because of increased security or convenience,\textsuperscript{9} there have been extensive debates concerning the justification and proper scope of FRT adoption in the country. China has been working on developing a regulatory framework for FRT since 2020. Although this framework aimed to substantially enhance personal data protection, there have been increasing risks and challenges to protect citizens’ data in the FRT environment.

This chapter first introduces China’s legal framework regulating FRT and analyses the underlying problems. Although current laws and regulations have restricted the deployment of FRT under some circumstances, these restrictions may function poorly when the technology is installed by the government or when it is deployed for the purpose of protecting public security. We use two cases to illustrate this asymmetric regulatory model, which can be traced to systematic preferences that existed prior to recent legislative efforts advancing personal data protection. Based on these case studies and evaluation of relevant regulations, this chapter explains why China has developed this distinctive asymmetric regulatory model towards FRT specifically and personal data generally.

17.2 REGULATING FRT IN A FISHBOWL SOCIETY

Given China’s over-arching national security drive built on a strong state-centric approach to data governance, its turn to strengthen personal information protection can be somewhat of a puzzle.\textsuperscript{10} Heavy investment in FRT and the extensive use by the Chinese government in security applications often portray an invasively transparent ‘fishbowl society’ straight from Orwellian nightmares.\textsuperscript{11} Although the move to more robust protection of personal information appears to conflict with this perception, China has provided an interesting example regarding how authoritarian
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states balance their digital surveillance and the protection of individuals’ personal data. The case of FRT regulations and their enforcement is a particular case to illustrate the challenges of maintaining this balance in China.

17.2.1 National Laws and Judicial Interpretations

As early as 2012, the Standing Committee of the Eleventh People’s Congress, which is China’s top legislative authority, declared its determination to protect digital privacy and planned to legislate data protection principles, such as specific limitations to the collection of personal information and other necessary precautions to safeguard privacy.12 The 2020 PRC Civil Code (the Civil Code) marked a major shift to the regulatory landscape for the protection of personal information, including biometric data.13 Prior to the Civil Code, China had no laws regulating FRT. Piecemeal regulations on personal data protection were scattered mostly under laws addressing cyber-crime and cyber-security breaches.14 The Civil Code dedicates a new chapter to Chinese privacy laws and views personal information as a basic civil right (with the first clause declaring such right in the General Provisions of the Civil Law that came in 2017, as an interim step towards the Civil Code).15 Article 1035 of the Civil Code establishes general data protection principles, such as purpose and scope limitations as well as the requirement for informed consent by data subjects in processing personal information.16

Following the Civil Code, the Supreme People’s Court issued the Judicial Interpretation on the Regulation of FRT (the Judicial Interpretation) in 2021.17 The Judicial Interpretation confirms that facial data falls within the scope of biometrically identifiable information, a type of personal information, prescribed by
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Article 1034 of the Civil Code.\textsuperscript{18} Article 2 of the Judicial Interpretation specifically forbids the use of the technology by ‘information processors’ in public spaces such as hotels, shopping malls, and airports, unless otherwise authorised by authorities.\textsuperscript{19} As a reflection of widespread use of facial scanning for identity verification and authentication purposes on residential and commercial properties, Article 10 forbids using FRT without individual consent.\textsuperscript{20} The Judicial Interpretation also strengthened remedies for data subjects, including monetary damages and injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{21} According to Article 5 of the Judicial Interpretation, liability can be exempted under some circumstances, such as on public security grounds.\textsuperscript{22}

Shortly afterwards, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress passed the PRC Personal Information Protection Law (the PIPL), with a focus on the obligations and liabilities of ‘personal information processors’ (PIPs).\textsuperscript{23} Article 33 stipulates that rules under the PIPL apply to state agencies as well.\textsuperscript{24} Moreover, the PIPL views biometric data as a type of ‘sensitive personal information’,\textsuperscript{25} and the processing of such information is subject to a higher standard of protection. PIPs have to obtain independent ‘opt-in’ consent from data subjects to process such information and inform the latter of the necessity of processing measures as well as the impact on their rights.\textsuperscript{26} For individuals under the age of fourteen, such consent must be obtained from parents or statutory agents.\textsuperscript{27} Notably, the law allows image collection and personal identification equipment in public places for the purpose of safeguarding public security.\textsuperscript{28} Thus, this rule provided a legal basis for security cameras widely deployed by the government.

Several local governments’ metropolises have since introduced regulations at provincial and municipal levels to target more narrowly defined scenarios of FRT applications, such as for identity verifications on residential properties.\textsuperscript{29} The Municipal \begin{thebibliography}{9}
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Government of Hangzhou, for example, amended its Regulation on Realty Management in 2020, limiting the compulsory collection and verification of biometric data such as facial information on residential and commercial properties.\textsuperscript{30}

17.2.2 Problems Underlying the Current Regulatory Framework

Although China has adopted many internationally recognised data protection principles in its domestic laws,\textsuperscript{31} its laws, regulations, and practices regarding FRT and their impact on personal data protection are still controversial. While the consent of data subject is required for another party’s data collection, processing, and use, all these procedures can be omitted in the name of public security. A major challenge for personal data protection, in the context of deploying FRT for security purposes, is that the concept of public security does not seem to have any limit and can be interpreted quite expansively.

Taking the hospitality industry, for example, although the Judicial Interpretation specifically forbids the deployment of FRT in places such as hotels, it allows ‘laws and regulations’ to override this rule for security reasons.\textsuperscript{32} To enforce the real-name registration rules,\textsuperscript{33} quite a few local governments have mandated hotels to verify the identity of their guests by deploying FRT systems connected to the police database and scanning their faces at check-ins.\textsuperscript{34} Although it is not clear whether the hotels have the legal right to process the facial data of their guests, local governments might take advantage of the vague language of the PIPL and infringe on personal data by interpreting the law in a less protective way. Article 13 of the PIPL allows data processing without the data subject’s consent for the purpose of ‘fulfilling legal responsibility or obligation’.\textsuperscript{35} Local governments can easily argue that requiring
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hotels to implement FRT is to ‘fulfil its legal responsibility or obligation’ regarding real-name registration or sector-specific safety policies. This typical example demonstrates that many of the personal data protection mechanisms regarding FRT provided in the laws and judicial interpretation could in reality function less effectively.

Another problem is the asymmetric regulation of FRT in the public and private sectors. While government agencies ordinarily have more chances to be exempted from personal data liabilities because of public security reasons, their liability for data breach is also lighter than that of private parties. While a private party’s data misuse would result in both civil and administrative liabilities, Article 68 of the PIPL indicates that violation of personal data rights by the government only leads to administrative liabilities, which would rely on self-correction measures conducted by state agencies. Under this asymmetric framework, it is not surprising that administrative agencies may weigh their own convenience purpose more than personal data protection and thus use FRT in an unbalanced way. The technology has also been deployed to police individuals, including for minor misbehaviour such as jaywalking or wearing pyjamas in public places. It is even reported that the government has used FRT on toilet paper dispensers installed in public toilets to fight off paper thieves. During the COVID-19 pandemic, FRT was deployed comprehensively to verify identities and to monitor and control virus outbreaks on a regular basis.

17.3 CASE STUDIES

In recent years, several FRT-related incidents have caught wide public attention and led to lively debates on the potential harm brought by this technology to society. The most noticeable two cases were both raised by law professors challenging the justification of FRT use in citizens’ daily lives. Their outcomes, however, differed significantly. While one professor successfully convinced the court that enterprises
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could not unilaterally impose FRT on its consumers, the other failed to stop its pervasive use in Beijing metro stations.

17.3.1 The Hangzhou Safari Park

China had its first lawsuit concerning the commercial use of FRT in 2019.\textsuperscript{42} Bing Guo, a law professor specialising in data protection law, sued Hangzhou Safari Park (HSP) for illegally imposing FRT-based access control after he purchased the annual pass.\textsuperscript{43} The Fuyang District People’s Court in Hangzhou ruled that HSP breached its contract with Guo by unilaterally changing its entrance policy.\textsuperscript{44} However, the court failed to find any data protection violation because the plaintiff agreed to take a photo when he purchased the pass.\textsuperscript{45}

In the second instance, the Hangzhou Intermediate People’s Court’s viewpoint was more favourable to the plaintiff on HSP’s use of his facial data. The court explained that biometric information concerning facial characteristics was more sensitive than most other types of personal data.\textsuperscript{46} Therefore, although there was no clear standard in the law regulating FRT at that time, the court held that HSP’s use of this technology should be subject to more scrutiny.\textsuperscript{47} Based on such understanding, the court ruled on 9 April 2021 that HSP was liable for using the plaintiff’s facial data in the FRT systems without his consent.\textsuperscript{48}

Some might believe that the political atmosphere was also favourable for Guo. While the Hangzhou Intermediate People’s Court was hearing the case, the National People’s Congress passed the Civil Code on 28 May 2020, with personal information protection as one of its salient points. China Central Television, the nation’s largest state broadcaster, collaborated with China’s Supreme People’s Court and showcased this case as one of the ten benchmark cases in 2021.\textsuperscript{49} Official publications by China’s judiciary likewise prized the case as a sign of a progressive, more benevolent legal system.\textsuperscript{50}
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Nevertheless, Guo himself was not satisfied with the judgment. He argued that the use of FRT by HSP was illegal per se, but this viewpoint was not accepted by the court. Given the pervasive FRT in China, agreeing with Guo could be a step too far.

17.3.2 The Beijing Metro Station

In January 2022, Tsinghua law professor Dongyan Lao posted a long essay about China’s social and legal problems on Weibo – the Chinese equivalent of Twitter. One thing Lao lamented was her failed attempt to prevent the use of FRT in Beijing’s subway stations.

When the Beijing Subway Limited Company proposed to implement FRT in its ‘real-name-based passenger’ system, Lao was among the first against it. In 2019, the Beijing’s Rail Transit Control Centre, which is the administrative body responsible for underground transport in Beijing, announced the plan of enhancing subway station security by building an FRT-based railway passenger classification system. The Centre explained that this system would not only protect public security of the Beijing subway, but also promote traffic efficiency. The system was based on an AI-enabled facial image database, which could push security alerts automatically to personnel on site and drastically lessen their workloads.

Shortly after the announcement, Lao openly expressed concerns regarding the over-intrusiveness of FRT in public venues and questioned the justification of this decision. While China did not have any legislation regulating the FRT at that time, Lao argued that the rail transit agency had no authority to make such a
To Lao’s dismay, although the Centre postponed the plan of implementing FRT for nearly two years, it started to introduce the system in several stations in 2022. The Centre compromised by adopting the FRT-based system on a voluntary basis. Passengers could get an express pass by completing real-name registration and uploading their facial data. Beijing municipal government explained that the facial data was also linked to vaccination and testing results for the purpose of pandemic control. The Beijing municipal government announced in May 2022 that the system would be further linked to China’s ‘health code’ – the mobile application used by Chinese people for mandatory checks on location data as well as COVID-19 testing reports. Linking facial data to other types of sensitive personal information such as one’s records of geo-location, could construe a form of highly aggregated data profiling. Information that does not seem to pose immediate harm might be less innocuous once a person’s social relationships and patterns of behaviour are revealed through an extended period of data collection and aggregation. This aggregation problem can lead to highly intrusive portrayals of an individual’s intimate life details, posing a unique threat to one’s privacy. Lao’s case reveals that the use of FRT for public security purposes can be easily justified by the authority and that challenging the government’s use of FRT can face unsurmountable difficulties.

17.4 FRT IN THE SURVEILLANCE STATE

Although the Civil Code and PIPL have advanced personal data protection in China, Sections 17.2 and 17.3 have revealed that FRT used by the public sector has not been subject to much limitation. The government can always justify such use...
for the purpose of public security. This asymmetric regulatory model is rooted in China’s unique political economy and regulatory philosophy.

First, the asymmetric regulatory model has been hugely influenced by China’s unique human rights values. The fundamentals of China’s human rights are different from those of the Western world. In the Western world, human rights were designed to protect individuals from state power from the beginning. However, China has viewed human rights as derived from the state, which reigns supreme over the individual. Consequently, China’s approach to human rights has been largely state-centric and emphasises individual responsibilities over individual rights. Privacy is no exception. China’s data protection philosophy is built on the view that data collection and analysis should be actively cultivated to boost state capacity to achieve a wide range of social governance objectives. Although the law provides citizens with considerable protection for their data privacy, it also creates numerous opportunities for the government to infringe upon citizens’ privacy. This understanding well explains why the public security interest, which is usually represented by the government, is always superior to personal data rights.

Second, Chinese law’s tolerance of FRT is closely related to its real-name registration policy. While anonymity is an important instrument to promote citizens’ free speech and to protect them against government retribution in many countries, the Chinese government has strictly enforced a nationwide ‘real-name registration’ policy to maintain social and political stability by eliminating digital anonymity. Under this policy, Chinese authorities have required users to register their real identities with internet and telecommunications service providers when using their services through various authentication mechanisms for easy traceability since the early 2000s. The wide adoption of FRT has been a natural development to streamline the enforcement of the real-name registration policy because this technology has become the most efficient and effective identity verification technique. Mobile users, for example, are required to register through facial scanning when buying new SIM cards.
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Third, China is an unparalleled surveillance state extensively using digital technologies to maintain its regime. Personal data, including facial data, is a key resource for the Chinese government to implement its ambitious national plans towards an algorithmically governed socialist state. The collection and processing of facial data has become increasingly essential for the government to build an effective surveillance system and to carry out economic plans, such as the ambitious ‘smart city’ initiative. According to a recent report analysing more than 100,000 government bidding documents from China, one FRT-based project in Fujian Province alone could produce more than 2.5 billion images to be stored by the police in the cloud at any given time. Given the extensive integration of FRT in public infrastructures, it is unlikely that the Chinese judiciary and government would easily declare such use illegal or unjustified. Similarly, it will be too costly for the legislators to roll back FRT deployment prescribed by other branches of the authorities.

17.5 CONCLUSION

With the enactment of the Civil Code and PIPL, China has substantially enhanced its personal data protection. According to these two laws and the Judicial Interpretation on FRT, facial data is defined as sensitive personal information, and the deployment of FRT is more restrictive. The case of HSP represents the country’s determination to prevent the over-use of facial data in the private sector. However, China still faces serious challenges regarding FRT-related personal data protection under its asymmetric regulatory framework. While the use of FRT is increasingly regulated in the country, the regulatory restrictions can be invariably lifted for the reason of public security. Government agencies have invariably claimed this regulatory exemption for its massive FRT deployment. Moreover, the liability for the government’s abuse or misuse of personal data is quite insignificant compared with that that for private parties. This asymmetric framework has resulted from China’s unique human rights philosophy, the endeavour to enforce a real-name registration policy, and, more importantly, its determination to sustain a digital surveillance state.
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